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The third step is to compute from these fitted indices the re ciprocal dispersion and whatever partial dispersions are desired. Since the interpolation formula above is used for finding the index at any wavelength, the dispersions can be found for any wavelength within the region of validity of the particular inter polation formula used. This fact should prove to be of value since the best partials to be examined will depend on the wave length region in which the residual spectrum is to be minimized. If the region from C to F light is not included in the region of Fig. 1 . The steps in the procedure for selecting two-element, three-color achromats. The steps in heavier outline are cur rently done on a high-speed computer (IBM 7090). The dis persion formula currently used in the glass fitting operation is shown below the block diagram. primary interest, a reciprocal dispersion based on wavelengths in the region of interest should lead to better results. This arises because the relative powers of the elements depend on dispersion which is a function of wavelength and, therefore, the region to be achromatized.
The computed dispersions are punched out by the computer with the same identification data that appear on the index catalog cards. The data from these cards could then be plotted on the three view graphs that Stephens described for the selection of three-or four-element, four-color achromats. However, if one is searching only for two-element combinations, the problem be comes well suited to the facilities of a modern computing lab oratory.
The cards are sorted, in the fourth step, by an off line card sorter which puts one of the partial dispersions in ascending order. The ordered deck is then listed out by an off line printer. Table  1 shows a small sample of such a listing. The fifth step currently utilizes the designer, although this operation could be programmed if it were deemed advisable. One scans the listing to find glasses whose reciprocal dispersions are sufficiently different to give a practical combination and whose partial dispersions are nearly the same, so that these glasses will give rise to a reduced secondary spectrum. If a pair of glasses with significantly different reciprocal dispersions has identical partial dispersions for one of the partials, the thin lens combinations of these glasses would be corrected for three colors. The difference in the partials indicates the residuals of color at those wavelengths for which the partials were computed. A pair of glasses may provide three-color correction even though the particular partials computed are not identical; some other wavelengths may be corrected. However, if the differences in the computed partials are large, the correction for three colors will be poor (even if it exists) because of residuals between the corrected wavelengths.
The sixth step is performed after promising pairs of glasses have been chosen by the previous step. The "Universal Catalog" index cards for these pairs of glasses are fed into a program which computes the error in focal length divided by the focal length as a function of wavelength for as many wavelengths as desired. The ratio of the powers of the two elements is then varied, and the optimal powers are found by a convergent procedure similar to that described by Meiron and Volinez. 4 Figure 2 shows an example of the residual longitudinal chromatic aberration of a glass pair before and after optimization of lens powers. A number representing the merit of the resulting combination with respect to residual spectrum is produced. The various pairs can then be compared by their merit numbers and the powers and durabilities of their elements.
Our experience to date is similar to that of earlier workers in that we have found that the durability and desirability of the glasses of greatest interest for two-element, three-color achromats are almost in inverse proportion to their ability to eliminate secondary longitudinal chromatic aberration.
